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Zusammenfassung/Summary
Sei 푋/푘 eine abelsche Varietät über einem algebraisch abgeschlossener Körper 푘 der
Charakteristik 푝 > 0. Sei 푋 ′/푘 der Basiswechsel von 푋/푘 entlang dem Frobenius über
푘. Erinnern wir uns daran, dass die Garbe der kristalliner Differentialoperatoren eine
Azumaya-Algebra ist. In dieser Arbeit zeigen wir unter Verwendung dieser Tatsache und der
Morita-Äquivalenz, dass der Modulstack von Higgs-Bündeln über 푋 ′ und der von lokalen
Systemen über 푋 lokal isomorph sind, für die étale Topologie auf der Hitchin-basis. Dieser
Artikel folgt dem gleichen Ansatz in [Gro16].
Let 푋/푘 be an abelian variety over an algebraically closed field 푘 of characteristic 푝 > 0.
In this paper, using the Azumaya property of the sheaf of crystalline differential operators
and the Morita equivalence, we show that étale locally over the Hitchin base, the moduli
stack of Higgs bundles on the Frobenius twist 푋 ′, is equivalent to that of local systems on 푋 .
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Let 푋/C be a smooth projective variety over the complex numbers. In [Sim92], Simpson
established an equivalence between the category of local systems (vector bundles with
integrable algebraic connections, equivalently1, finite dimensional representations of the
fundamental group 휋1(푋an)) and that of the semi-stable Higgs bundles whose Chern class
is zero. The correspondence between Higgs bundles and local systems can be viewed as
a Hodge theorem for nonabelian cohomology. The theory is hence called the non-abelian
Hodge theory, and sometimes is called the Simpson correspondence.
It has been a while to search for such a correspondence in positive characteristic. From
now on, let 푋/푆 be a smooth scheme over a scheme 푆 of characteristic 푝 > 0.
In the work of [OV07], Ogus and Vologodsky established such a correspondence for
nilpotent objects. More precisely, under the assumption that a lifting of 푋 ′/푆 modulo 푝2
exists, where 푋 ′ is the Frobenius twist of 푋 , they construct a Cartier transform from the
category of modules with flat connections nilpotent of exponent2 ≤ 푝 to the category of
Higgs modules nilpotent of exponent ≤ 푝. There is an alternative approach to this result in
[LSZ15]. A generalisation of this work to higher level arithmetic differential operators (in
the sense of [Ber96]) is given in [GLQ10]. Some other recent related works include [Shi15],
[Oya17] and [Xu17].
In his work [Gro16], Groechenig gave a full version of this correspondence for (orbi)curves
푋 over an algebraically closed field 푆 = Spec 푘. At the same time, Chen and Zhu [CZ15]
further generalised this correspondence for curves but between the category of 퐺-Higgs
bundels and 퐺-local systems, where 퐺 is a reductive group.
In the present work, following the approach of [Gro16], using the Azumaya property the
sheaf of crystalline differential operators proved by Bezrukavnikov, Mirkovi, and Rumynin
in [BMR08], we generalise the result from curves to abelian varieties. To be precise, we
proved the following result.
1.0.1 Theorem (Theorem 7.3.1) Let 푋/푘 be an abelian variety over an algebraically closed
field 푘 of characteristic 푝 > 0. Denote by Higgs푋/푘,푟 the stack of rank 푟 Higgs bundles on
the Frobenius twist 푋 ′ of 푋 , and by LocSys푋/푘,푟 the stack of rank 푟 local systems on 푋 . Then
we have the following results.
1This is the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence.
2There is a tiny difference of conventions between the definition in [Kat70, Definition 5.6] and the definition
used in [OV07]. In the latter, these modules are said to be of nilpotent ≤ 푝 − 1, as they are supported on




1. Each of the two stacks admits a natural map to a common base scheme








2. There is a closed subscheme 푍˜ of the cotangent bundle of 푋 ′퐵′푟/퐵
′
푟, that is finite flat
over 푋 ′퐵′푟 , and a P-equivariant isomorphism
퐶−1푋/푘 : S ×P Higgs푋′/푘,푟 −→ LocSys푋/푘,푟
over 퐵′푟, where P = Pic푍˜/퐵′푟/퐵′푟 is the relative Picard stack and S/퐵′푟 is a P-torsor.
3. In particular, there is an étale surjective map 푈 → 퐵′푟, such that
Higgs푋′/푘,푟 ×퐵′푟 푈 ' LocSys푋/푘,푟 ×퐵′푟 푈.
The idea of the proof is as follows. We know from [BMR08] that the sheaf of crystalline
differential operators defines an Azumaya algebra D푋/푘 over the cotangent bundle T∗(푋 ′/푘)
of 푋 ′ (Theorem 3.1.1). We can also view Higgs bundles on 푋 ′ as quasi-coherent O-modules
on the cotangent bundle T∗(푋 ′/푘), supported on a closed subscheme called the spectral
cover (Proposition 4.3.2). Meanwhile, local systems on 푋 can be identified with certain D푋/푘-
modules on the cotangent bundle T∗(푋 ′/푘), via their 푝-curvatures (Proposition 5.5.1). If
there is a splitting of the Azumaya algebraD푋/푘 on the spectral cover, then the Morita theory
(Proposition 2.2.1) will give an equivalence between these O-modules and D푋/푆-modules on
T∗(푋 ′/푘) (§6).
The existence of splittings in curve case is guaranteed by Tsen’s theorem (see [Gro16, §3.4]).
For abelian varieties, the existence of splittings of D푋/푆 over (the formal neighbourhood of)
a spectral cover, is obtained by observing that the stack of splittings of D푋/푆 is equivalent to
the stack Pic\
푋/푘 of line bundles with a flat connection on 푋 (Proposition 7.1.2), and that
Pic\
푋/푘/퐵′1 is smooth.
One of the main differences between the curve case and the higher dimensional case is
that in the latter case, the spectral cover can be empty and is not flat over 푋 ′ in general
(Proposition 4.2.8 and Remark 4.2.9). However, since the cotangent bundle of an abelian
variety is trivial, for any given spectral cover, we can construct a larger cover, that is finite,
flat, locally of finite presentation over 푋 ′ (Example and Definition 4.2.4). This larger cover
will play a role in the construction and the proof.
Actually the proof is rather formal. We will try to recall all the necessary definitions and




A careful treatment of Frobenius morphisms can be found in [SGA 5, Exposé XV, §1].
Fix a scheme 푆 of characteristic 푝 > 0 and let 푓 : 푋 → 푆 be an 푆-scheme. As usual,
denote by Fr푆 (resp. Fr푋) the absolute Frobenius on 푆 (resp. 푋), by 푋 ′ := 푋 (푝) := 푋 ×푆,Fr푆 푆
the Frobenius twist of 푋 over 푆, and by 퐹푋/푆 := Fr푋/푆 = (Fr푋 , 푓 ) : 푋 → 푋 ′ the relative
Frobenius. In other words, we have the following commutative diagram:











Recall that both the absolute Frobenius and the relative Frobenius are universal home-
omorphisms (equivalently, integral, surjective and universally injective; [SP, Tag 0CC8
and Tag 0CCB]). It then follows that if 푋/푆 is étale, then the relative Frobenius 퐹푋/푆 is
étale and universally injective (radicial) hence an open embedding hence an isomorphism
([SP, Tag 0EBS]).3 Therefore, if 푓 is smooth of relative dimension 푑, the relative Frobenius
퐹푋/푆 is finite locally free (i.e., 퐹푋/푆 is affine and (퐹푋/푆)∗O푋 is a locally free O푋′-module; or
equivalently, 퐹푋/푆 is finite flat and locally of finite presentation, see, e.g., [SP, Tag 02K9]) of
rank 푝푑 . In fact, since 푋/푆 is smooth of relative dimension 푑, Zariski locally we have the
following commutative diagram ([SP, Tag 054L])






It is enough to show 퐹푈/푉 is locally free of rank 푝푑 . It follows from definition that
퐹푈/푉 = 푔∗(퐹A푑푉/푉) ◦ 퐹푈/A푑푉 . Since 푔 is étale, 퐹푈/A푑푉 is an isomorphism. So it suffices to
show 퐹A푑푉/푉 is locally free of rank 푝
푑 , but this case reduces to local computations and it is




Recall [SP, Tag 0BD2], [EGA II, §6.5], or [GW10, Remark 12.25] that, for a finite locally
free morphism 푓 : 푌 → 푋 , there is a well defined norm map Nm 푓 : 푓∗O푌 → O푋 , whose
formation commutes with arbitrary base change.
2.1.1 Lemma Let 푋/푆 be a smooth scheme of relative dimension 푑. Denote by
Nm퐹푋/푆 : (퐹푋/푆)∗O푋 → O푋′





is the 푝푑-th power map, i.e., for any open subset푈 ⊆ 푋 ′ and any section 푔 ∈ (퐹푋/푆,∗O푋 )(푈) =
O푋 (퐹−1푋/푆푈), we have 퐹\푋/푆 Nm퐹푋/푆(푔) = 푔푝
푑 ∈ O푋 (퐹−1푋/푆푈).
Proof This is a local question and via (2.1), we can further reduce the problem to the
affine space case. First we consider the case 푑 = 1. The relative Frobenius in this case
corresponds to the ring homomorphism
퐹 : 퐴[푡′] −→ 퐴[푡], 푡′ 7−→ 푡푝,
where 퐴 is a unital commutative ring of characteristic 푝. Note that 1, 푡, 푡2, . . . , 푡푝−1
form an 퐴[푡′]-basis for 퐴[푡]. So for an arbitrary element 푇 ∈ 퐴[푡], we can write 푇 =




푎0 푎1 푎2 · · · 푎푝−1
푎푝−1푡′ 푎0 푎1 · · · 푎푝−2









det(T) = 푎푝0 + 푎푝1푡′ + 푎푝2(푡′)2 + · · · + 푎푝푝−1(푡′)푝−1 ∈ 퐴[푡′],





with 0 < 푖 < 푝, hence vanish in characteristic 푝 > 0. So clearly
퐹(det(T)) = 푎푝0 + 푎푝1푡푝 + 푎푝2푡2푝 + · · · + 푎푝푝−1푡(푝−1)푝
= (푎0 + 푎1푡 + 푎2푡2 + · · · + 푎푝−1푡푝−1)푝 = 푇 푝 ∈ 퐴[푡].
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2.2 Azumaya algebras and the Morita equivalence
For 푑 ≥ 1, we can decompose the relative Frobenius map 퐹 into
푅0 := 퐴[푡′1, 푡′2, . . . , 푡′푑−1, 푡′푑]
퐹푑−1−−−→ 푅푑−1 := 퐴[푡1, 푡2, . . . , 푡푑−1, 푡′푑]
퐹푑−→ 푅푑 := 퐴[푡1, 푡2, . . . , 푡푑−1, 푡푑],
where, as the notation suggests, 퐹푑−1 sends 푡′푖 to 푡
푝
푖 for 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푝 − 1 and 푡′푑 to 푡′푑 ,
meanwhile 퐹푑 sends 푡푖 identically to 푡푖 for all 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푝 − 1 and 푡′푑 to 푡푝푑 . For any
푇 =
∑푝−1
푖=0 푎푖(푡1, 푡2, . . . , 푡푑−1) · 푡푖푑 ∈ 푅푑 , with 푎푖(푡1, . . . , 푡푑−1) ∈ 푅푑−1, we can view the
multiplication-by-푇 map 푚푇 on 푅푑 as an 푅푑−1-endomorphism as well as 푅0-endomorphism.









푎(푝)푖 (푡′1, . . . , 푡′푝−1) · (푡′푑)푖
)
=: 퐹푑−1푇 ′,
where 푎(푝)푖 is the polynomial by raising the coefficients of 푎푖, which are in 퐴, to the
푝-th power. Noting that that 푇 ′ lies in 푅0, we know Nm푅푑−1/푅0 퐹푑−1푇 ′ = (푇 ′)푝−1 as the
multiplication-by-퐹푑−1푇 ′ map on 푅푑−1 is represented by a diagonal matrix with all diagonal
entries 푇 ′ of size 푝푑−1 × 푝푑−1. So it follows from the following Lemma 2.1.2 that











This completes the proof.
2.1.2 Lemma ([Bou07, Chaptitre III, §9, n◦4, Propostion 6]) Let 퐴 be a ring. Suppose
that 휋 : 퐴 → 퐵 is an 퐴-algebra and that 퐵 is free of rank 푛 as an 퐴-module. Let 푀 be a
퐵-module free of rank 푚 and 휑 ∈ End퐵(푀) be a 퐵-endomorphism of 푀. Then 푀 is free of
rank 푚푛 as an 퐴-module and if we denote by 퐴휑 the induced 퐴-endomorphism of 푀, then
det퐴(퐴휑) = Nm휋 det퐵(휑).
2.2 Azumaya algebras and the Morita equivalence
Fix a scheme (푋,O푋 ). Unadorned tensor products are taken over O푋 . We use the curly
Hom to denote the internal Hom, and the straight Hom to denote the Hom set; the same
convention applies to End and End.
An Azumaya algebra (or a central separable algebra) 퐴 over 푋 is a sheaf of O푋 -algebras
(not necessarily commutative), such that there is an étale surjective map (or equivalently,
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an fppf map; see [Mil80, Prop. IV.2.1]) 푔 : 푈 → 푋 , such that
푔∗퐴 ' EndO푈 (O ⊕ 푟푈 ) =:Mat푟×푟(O푈)
for some 푟 ∈ N. This is a generalisation of central simple algebras over a field 푘. Clearly, an
Azumaya algebra is locally free of rank 푟2 (see e.g., [SP, Tag 05B2]).
Let 퐴 be an Azumaya algebra over 푋 . A splitting of 퐴 consists of of a morphism 푔 : 푇 → 푋 ,
a locally free O푇 -module 푃, and an isomorphism 훼 : 푔∗퐴 ∼→ EndO푇 (푃). Then to each
Azumaya algebra 퐴 over 푋 , we can define a fibred category over (Sch/푋), whose objects
are splittings (푔 : 푇 → 푋, 푃,훼), and a morphism from an object (푔′ : 푇 ′ → 푋, 푃′,훼′)
to another (푔 : 푇 → 푋, 푃,훼) consists of a morphism ℎ : 푇 ′ → 푇 and an isomorphism
휇 : ℎ∗푃 ∼→ 푃′ of locally free sheaves such that 푔 ◦ ℎ = 푔′ and 휇¯ ◦ ℎ∗(훼) = 훼′, where
휇¯ : EndO푇′ (ℎ∗푃) → EndO푇′ (푃′), 휑 7→ 휇 ◦ 휑 ◦ 휇−1 is the one induced by 휇. This indeed
defines a G푚-gerbe, and it is called the gerbe of splittings of 퐴 (see [Ols16, §§12.3.5, 12.3.6]
or [Gir71, Chapitre V, §4.2, gerbe des banalisations]). If a splitting (푔 : 푇 → 푋, 푃,훼) exists,
we will say that 퐴 splits over 푇 .
The following proposition can be found in [Lam99, Thm. 17.25 & Thm. 18.11].
2.2.1 Proposition (Morita) Let 퐴 be an O푋 -algebra (not commutative in general) which
is locally free as an (left) O푋 -module. Suppose that 퐴 ' EndO푋 (푃), for some locally free
O푋 -module 푃, then
ModO푋 Mod퐴
Hom퐴(푃, 퐹) 퐹
퐸 푃 ⊗ 퐸,
is an equivalence of categories.
2.3 Characteristic polynomial of a twisted
endomorphism
As in the previous paragraph, let (푋,O푋 ) be a fixed scheme. Unadorned tensor, symmetric,
and exterior products are always taken over O푋 . A reference for this section is [EGA II,
§6.4].
Let 퐸, 퐾 be two finite locally free O푋 -modules and 휑 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ 퐾 be a homomorphism of
O푋 -modules. Suppose that rk 퐸 = 푟 and rk 퐾 = 푑. Wewill call휑 a (퐾-)twisted endomorphism
of 퐸 (overO푋) and also view it an element in Γ(푋, 퐸∨⊗퐸⊗퐾) = Γ(푋, EndO푋 (퐸)⊗퐾). Any 휆 ∈
Γ(푋, 퐾) = HomO푋 (O푋 , 퐾) determine a twisted endomorphism id퐸 ⊗휆 ∈ Γ(푋, EndO푋 (퐸) ⊗ 퐾)
of 퐸, still denoted by 휆, and called the multiplication-by-휆 map.
We have the canonical inclusion to degree 1 map 퐾 → Sym• 퐾. So any twisted
endomorphism 휑 gives rise to an O푋 -linear map 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Sym• 퐾. Then using the adjoint
6
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pair
HomO푋 (퐸, 퐸 ⊗ Sym• 퐾) ' HomSym• 퐾(퐸 ⊗ Sym• 퐾, 퐸 ⊗ Sym• 퐾),
we can view 휑 as an (Sym• 퐾)-endomorphism of the locally free module 퐸 ⊗ Sym• 퐾. It has
an obviously well-defined characteristic polynomial 휒휑 ∈ Γ(푋, Sym• 퐾[푡]) in the usual sense.
We may describe it more concretely and explicitly in the following way.
First of all, the trace tr(휑) ∈ Γ(푋, 퐾) of 휑 ∈ Γ(푋, EndO푋 (퐸) ⊗ 퐾) is just the one induced
by the trace map tr : EndO푋 (퐸) → O푋 on EndO푋 (퐸). Observe that for any 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푟, the
quotient map (퐸 ⊗ 퐾)⊗푖 ' 퐸⊗푖 ⊗ 퐾⊗푖  (∧푖 퐸) ⊗ (Sym푖 퐾) factors through ∧푖(퐸 ⊗ 퐾). So
there is a natural map ∧푖 퐸 → ∧푖(퐸 ⊗ 퐾) → (∧푖 퐸) ⊗ (Sym푖 퐾), where the first map is the
푖-th exterior power of 휑. Still denote this composition by ∧푖휑. The determinant det휑 of 휑
is defined as the trace tr(∧푟휑) ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푟 퐾). Observe that (Sym푖 퐾) is locally free of rank(푑+푖−1
푖
)
. Also set tr(∧0휑) := 1 ∈ Γ(푋,O푋 ). In case 푑 = 1, i.e., when 퐾 is an invertible sheaf,
we have Sym푖 퐾 = 퐾⊗푖 canonically.
By embedding 퐾 into Sym• 퐾 as the degree 1 part, it makes sense to talk about multipli-
cations of global sections of 퐾 and Sym• 퐾. Given a section 휆 ∈ Γ(푋, 퐾), identified with the
multiplication-by-휆 map, then the determinant det(휆 − 휑) ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푟 퐾) can be shown to
be
det(휆 − 휑) := tr (∧푟(휆 − 휑)) = 푟∑
푖=0
(−1)푖 tr(∧푖휑)휆푟−푖
= 휆푟 − tr(휑)휆푟−1 + · · · + (−1)푟 det(휑) ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푟 퐾),
with tr(∧푖휑) ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푖 퐾), 휆푟−푖 ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푟−푖 퐾). The characteristic polynomial of the
퐾-endomorphism 휑 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ 퐾 is defined as the homogeneous element
휒휑 := 휒휑(푡) =
푟∑
푖=0
(−1)푖 tr(∧푖휑)푡푟−푖 = 푡푟 − tr(휑)푡푟−1 + · · · + (−1)푟 det(휑) (2.2)
of degree 푟 in the graded ring Γ
(
푋, (Sym• 퐾)[푡]) , where 푡 is a formal symbol (commuting
with Sym• 퐾) of degree 1.
Moreover, for any commutative O푋 -algebra 휋 : O푋 → 푅, let (휋∗휑) := 휑푅 := 1 ⊗ 휑 be
the extension of scalars of 휑 by 푅. Identifying any section 휆 ∈ Hom푅(푅, 푅 ⊗ 퐾) with the
multiplication-by-휆-map, we have det(휆 − 휑푅) ∈ Hom푅(푅, 푅 ⊗ Sym푟 퐾) is just the image of
1⊗휒휑 ∈ Hom푅
(
푅, (Sym• 퐾)[푡]) under the evaluation map (which is a ring homomorphism)
Hom푅(푅, 푅 ⊗ Sym• 퐾[푡]) → Hom푅(푅, 푅 ⊗O푋 Sym• 퐾) sending 푡 to 휆.




tr(∧푖휑)휑푟−푖 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Sym푟 퐾,
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where 휑푖 is the O푋 -linear map 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Sym푖 퐾 obtained by composition
퐸 퐸 ⊗ 퐾 퐸 ⊗ 퐾⊗2 · · · 퐸 ⊗ 퐾⊗푖 퐸 ⊗ Sym푖 퐾.휑 휑⊗id
and tr(∧푖휑)휑푟−푖 is then the O푋 -linear map 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Sym푟 퐾 is just multipliying 휑푖 by
tr(∧푖휑) on the second factor. Now as in the classical case, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem
reads as follows.
2.3.1 Proposition The map
휒휑(휑) : 퐸 −→ 퐸 ⊗ Sym푟 퐾 (2.3)
is the zero map.
2.3.2 Remark One can define all the above locally using "coordinate", then using gluing
argument to show everything glues and does not depend on any choice of basis nor choice
of localizations. The above global and functorial description avoids this, and it guarantees
that we can reduce proofs or computations to the local case.
2.4 Vanishing locus of a section of a vector bundle
Let (푋,O푋 ) be a scheme, 퐾 a locally free sheaf of finite rank 푑 and 푠 ∈ Γ(푋, 퐾) a global
section of 퐾. Then the vanishing locus 푉(푠) on 푋 of 푠 can be described in the following ways.
1. (local description) Since 퐾 is locally free, there is a open covering (푈푖) of 푋 together
with isomorphisms 푢푖 : 퐾 |푈푖 → O ⊕푑푈 of O푈-modules. So 푢푖(푠|푈푖) ∈ Γ(푈,O ⊕푟푈 ) is
represented by an 푑-tuple ( 푓1, . . . , 푓푑) with 푓푖 ∈ Γ(푈,O푈), 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푑. Then over 푈푖,
the vanishing locus 푉(푠) is cut out by such local equations 푓푖 = 0. In other words,
푉(푠) ×푋 푈 is the closed subscheme of 푈 defined by the quasi-coherent sheaf of ideals
generated by 푓1, . . . , 푓푑 .
2. (algebraically) A global section 푠 is the same an O푋 -morphism 푠 : O푋 → 퐾 with dual
map 푠∨ : HomO푋 (퐾,O푋 ) := 퐾∨ → O푋 . Then 퐼 := Im(푠∨) ⊆ O푋 is a quasi-coherent
sheaf of ideals and 휄 : 푉(푠) := Spec(O푋/퐼) → 푋 . We have a short exact sequence of
O푋 -modules
0 퐾∨ O푋 휄∗O푉(푠) 0.
푠∨ 휄] (2.4)
3. (geometrically) A global section 푠 ∈ Γ(푋, 퐾) is the same as a section 푠 : 푋 → V(퐾) :=
Spec Sym• 퐾 of the projection 휋 : V(퐾) → 푋 . Moreover, we have the zero section
0 : 푋 → V(퐾) corresponding to 0 ∈ Γ(푋, 퐾). It’s known that 푠 and 0 are both closed
embeddings as 휋 is affine hence separated. Then 푉(푠) is the fibre product of of 푠
and 0, i.e., 푉(푠) = 푠−1(0).
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4. (set-theoretically) The underlying closed set of 푉(푠) is the set
{푥 ∈ 푋 : 푠푥 ∈ m푥 · 퐾푥 , 푖.푒., 푠(푥) = 0 ∈ 퐾(푥)},
where 퐾(푥) := 퐾 ⊗O푋,푥 휅(푥).
2.4.1 Example Suppose that 푠 and 푡 are two global sections of 퐾. They define a global
section 푠푡 of Sym2 퐾. Then we know that (set-theoretically) 푉(푠푡) ⊆ 푉(푠) ∪ 푉(푡). Actually,
for example, suppose that we have fix a local trivialization 푢 : 퐾 |푈 → O ⊕푑푈 with 푢(푠) =( 푓1, . . . , 푓푑) and 푢(푡) = (푔1, . . . , 푔푑), with 푓푖, 푔푖 ∈ Γ(푈,O푈). Then 푉(푠) is cut out by 푓1, . . . , 푓푑 ,
푉(푡) is cut out by 푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , and 푉(푠푡) is cut out by sections 푓푖푔푖 and 푓푖푔 푗 + 푓푗푔푖 of Sym2 퐾,
with 1 ≤ 푖, 푗 ≤ 푑 and 푖 , 푗. Note that there are 푑(푑 + 1)/2 many such local equations. This
generalises to the product of arbitrarily many sections.
2.5 Affine morphisms and finite morphisms
Recall the following standard results that we will use repeatedly (see e.g., [EGA II, §§1.3–1.4,
1.7, 6.1]).
2.5.1 A morphism of schemes 푓 : 푌 → 푋 is affine if 푌 ' Spec 퐴 for some quasi-coherent
O푋 -algebra 퐴, i.e., 퐴 is an O푋 -algebra that is quasi-coherent as an O푋 -module. For any such
affine morphism, there is an equivalence of categories





where QCoh(O푋 , 퐴) is the category 퐴-modules which are O푋 -quasicoherent. We will be
particularly interested in the following cases:
• 푓 is the relative Frobenius, see §2.1,
• 푌 is V(퐸) := Spec Sym•(퐸∨) with E a quasi-coherent O푋 -module over 푋 , and
• 푌 is a closed subscheme Spec(O푋/퐼) defined by a quasi-coherent sheaf 퐼 of ideals
of O푋 . In this case, an object 푀 in QCoh(O푋 ,O푋/퐼) is just an O푋 -module that is
annihilated by 퐼, i.e., 퐼 · 푀 = 0. Moreover, 푀˜ coincides with the 푓 ∗푀, for the reason
that 푀 ⊗O푋 (O푋/퐼) ' 푀 as long as 퐼 · 푀 = 0.
The correspondence (2.5) also restricts to an equivalence of the corresponding categories of
coherent sheaves, in case 푓∗ sends coherent sheaves to coherent ones, e.g., when 푓 is proper
and 푋 is locally noetherian ([EGA III1, Thm. 3.2.1]).
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2.5.2 Moreover, the map 푓 : Spec 퐴→ 푋 has the universal property that
Hom푋 (푇,Spec 퐴) = HomCAlgO푋 (퐴, 푓∗O푇 ).
In particular, in case 퐴 = Sym•(퐸∨), where 퐸 is locally free of finite rank, using the adjoint
pair⁴ Sym• a forgetful : CAlgO푋 → ModO푋 , we obtain that
Hom푋 (푇,V(퐸)) = HomModO푋 (퐸∨, 푓∗O푇 ) = Γ(푇, 푓 ∗퐸). (2.6)
We remark that our definition of V(퐸) differs from that in [EGA II, §1.7] by a dual.
2.5.3 Recall also that a morphism 푓 : 푌 → 푋 is finite if 푌 ' Spec 퐴 for some integral
O푋 -algebra 퐴 of finite type. In particular, such an 푓 is affine. Then in this case, the
equivalence (2.5) induces an equivalence of categories ([EGA II, Proposition 6.1.12] and
[GW10, Proposition 12.13])
푓∗ : Vect푚(푌 ) −→ Vect푚(푋, 푓∗O푌 ) (2.7)
where Vect푚(푋) stands for the category of locally free sheaves of rank 푚 on 푋 and
Vect푚(푋, 푓∗O푌 ) stands for that of locally free 푓∗O푌 -modules on 푋 . Take care that this result is
not tautological but rests essentially on the assumption that 푓 is affine. The latter category
consists of objects that are 푓∗O푌 -modules 퐸 on 푋 such that there exists a Zariski cover
푈푖 → 푋 , such that 퐸 |푈푖 ' (O푌 | 푓−1(푈푖))⊕푚 for all 푖.
Therefore, if 푓 : 푌 → 푋 is finite locally free of rank 푚 (see [SP, Tag 02K9]), i.e., 푓∗O푌 is a
locally free O푋 -module of rank 푚, and if 퐸 is a finite locally free O푋 -module of rank 푟, then
푓∗퐸 is finite locally free of rank 푚푟 as an O푋 -module. In fact, since 푓 is locally free of rank 푚,
there exists an Zariski cover (푈푖 → 푋) such that each ( 푓∗O푌 )|푈푖 = O푌 | 푓−1(푈푖) ' O⊕푚푈푖 and 퐸 |푈푖
is locally free over 푓−1(푈푖). Then by (2.7), there exist Zariski covers (푉푖 푗 → 푈푖), such that
퐸 | 푓−1(푉푖 푗) =
(( 푓 |푈푖)∗(퐸 |푈푖)) |푉푖 푗 ' (O푌 | 푓−1(푉푖 푗))⊕푟 = (O⊕푚푉푖 푗 )⊕푟. Note that this description puts us
in the situation of Lemma 2.1.2.
4The notation CAlg stands for the category of commutative algebras, to distinguish it from Alg, the category of
not necessary commutative algebras, which will appear later.
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and its Azumaya property
Let 푓 : 푋 → 푆 be an 푆-scheme of characteristic 푝 > 0. Berthelot, in his thesis [Ber74], using
divided power techniques, constructed the sheaf of divided power differential operators⁵
PD-Diff푋/푆(O푋 ,O푋 ) and developed the theory of crystalline cohomology with related
machinery. This sheaf, in his later work [Ber96] of arithmetic D-modules, becomes the
sheaf D(0)
푋/푆 of arithmetic differential operators of level 0. See also [Ber02] for an introduction.
In the present notes, we will use the terminology sheaf of crystalline differential operators,
and denote it simply by 퐷푋/푆.
Berthelot’s definition of the arithmetic differential operators is quite involved, as he
developed a very general theory. However, in case that 푓 : 푋 → 푆 is smooth, the sheaf 퐷푋/푆
of rings has a rather simple, explicit and intuitive definition.⁶
Denote by Der(푋/푆) the 푆-derivations of O푋 to itself. As an O푋 -module, we have that
Θ푋/푆 ' Der(푋/푆) ⊆ End 푓−1O푆(O푋 ). Recall that for any local sections ∂ and ∂ ′ of Der(푋/푆),
we have [∂, ∂ ′] := ∂ ◦ ∂ ′ − ∂ ′ ◦ ∂ and ∂푝 := ∂ ◦ · · · ◦ ∂ (푝-times, also denoted by ∂[푝]) are
again 푆-derivations.
Then 퐷푋/푆 is the sheaf of rings generated by Θ푋/푆 and O푋 subject to the usual relations
• 푓 · ∂ = 푓∂,
• ∂ · 푓 − 푓 · ∂ = ∂( 푓 ), and
• ∂ ′ · ∂ ′′ − ∂ ′′ · ∂ ′ = [∂ ′, ∂ ′′],
for local sections ∂, ∂ ′, ∂ ′′ of Θ푋/푆 and 푓 of O푋 (cf. [BMR08, §1.2] and [HKR62, §6]). In
5They are also called the PD differential operators for short, after the French puissances divisées. Other
names appearing literatures are crystalline differential operators and differential operators without divided
power. These names do cause some confusions. While the “divided power” in the name “divided power
differential operators” means these operators are defined using divided power structures, while the “without
divided powers” in the name ”differential operators without divided powers”, means that they are locally
represented (generated) by ∂푛, where ∂ is a tangent vector, instead of (formally) ∂푛/푛!, in contrast of the
differential operators à la Grothendieck [EGA IV4, §16]. So “divided power differential operators have no
divided power”.
6This description has already appeared in Berthelot’s work, e.g., [Ber74, II, §4.2, Prop. 4.2.5], or more explicitly
[Ber96, §2.2, Prop. 2.2.4, Cor. 2.2.5] and [Ber02, §1.2.3, (1.2.3.1), (1.2.3.2)]. Unfortunately, in these works, this
handy description is viewed as a corollary of the general theory without any emphasis, so it’s a little bit hard
to catch on. A complete “proof” can be found in [HKR06, §1 Proposition]. Note also that the equivalence of
definitions was also implicitly mentioned in [Kat70, (1.2)].
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particular 퐷푋/푆 is a coherent left O푋 -modules over 푋 . Denote by 휄 the natural map
휄 : Θ푋/푆 := (Ω1푋/푆)∨ ' Der(푋/푆) −→ 퐷푋/푆. (3.1)
We consider the morphism of additive abelian groups Θ푋/푆 → 퐷푋/푆, defined by ∂ 7→
(휄(∂))푝 − 휄(∂푝) for local sections ∂ of Θ푋/푆. By local computations, one can check that the
following facts hold.
• It is 푝-(semi-)linear (Fr푋 -linear), hence defines a morphism
Fr∗푋 Θ푋/푆 ' 퐹∗푋/푆Θ푋′/푆 −→ 퐷푋/푆
of sheaves (left) O푋 -modules; Adjointly, we get a map of O푋′-modules
Θ푋′/푆 −→ 퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆. (3.2)
• The image of the obtained map lies in the center of 퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆. Hence it further
induces a map
휋∗OT∗
푋/푆 ' Sym• Θ푋′/푆 푍(퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆) 퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆,
휓
(3.3)
where 푍 stands for taking the center of a sheaf of non-commutative rings.
Finally note that in case 푋/푆 is smooth, the formation of 퐷푋/푆 respects arbitrary base change:
if 푇 → 푆 is morphism of schemes, then 퐷푋푇/푇 ' 푓 ∗푇 퐷푋/푆, where 푓푇 : 푋푇 → 푇 is the base
change of 푓 .
3.1 Azumaya property of the sheaf of crystalline
differential operators
3.1.1 Theorem Assume that 푋/푆 is smooth of relative dimension 푑. Then we have the
following facts.
1. ([BMR08, Lem. 1.3.2] and [GLQ10, Prop. 3.6]) The morphism
휓 : Sym• Θ푋′/푆 −→ 푍(퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆) ⊆ 퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆, (3.4)
described above in (3.3) is an isomorphism of O푋′-algebras. This isomorphism defines
(according to §2.5) a sheaf D푋/푆 of OT∗(푋′/푆)-algebra on the cotangent bundle of 푋 ′/푆.
2. ([BMR08, Lem. 2.1.1] and [GLQ10, Prop. 3.6]) The adjoint map of (3.4) also induces
an isomorphism of O푋 -algebras
휓′ : 퐹∗푋/푆 Sym
• Θ푋′/푆 −→ 푍퐷푋/푆(O푋 ) ⊆ 퐷푋/푆. (3.5)
where 푍퐷푋/푆(O푋 ) is the centralizer of O푋 in 퐷푋/푆.
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3. ([BMR08, Prop. 2.2.2 and Thm. 2.2.3] and [GLQ10, Thm. 3.7]) Moreover, D푋/푆 is












which defines an splitting of the pullback ofD푋/푆 to T∗(푋 ′/푆)×푋′,퐹푋/푆 푋 . This Azumaya
algebra is nontrivial if the relative dimension dim(푋/푆) is more than 0.
4. ([BMR08, Rmk. 2.1.2] and [OV07, Prop. 2.3]) Let 휄 : 푍 → T∗(푋/푆) be any morphism.
Suppose that we have a splitting
휄∗D푋/푆 ' EndO푍 (푃).
Then 푃 is a direct image of a rank one locally free sheaf 푃˜ on 푍 ×푋′,퐹푋/푆 푋 .
5. ([BMR08, §2.2.5)]) Let 휄 : 푋 ′ → T∗(푋 ′/푆) be a section of the projection 휋 :
T∗(푋 ′/푆) → 푋 ′. Then we have an canonical splitting
휄∗D푋/푆 ' EndO푋′ (퐹푋/푆,∗O푋 ).
Proof Actually this problem is local. Using the “étale coordinates” (2.1) again, we can
reduce the problem to the case A푑푆 → 푆 with 푆 affine. Then one can check it directly. See
the cited references for proofs.
For clarity, we briefly explain why 푃 in 4. is a direct image. Introduce notations as in the
following commutative diagram, with all squares being cartesian:
푊 := 푍 ×푋′ 푋 푍







Note also that all maps in the above diagram are affine. We know from (3.5) that we have a
natural map
퐹∗(퐹∗ Sym• Θ푋′/푆) ' 퐹∗(퐹∗휋∗O푇∗) ' 퐹∗(휋˜∗O푇′) ' 휋∗휎∗O푇′ −→ 퐹∗퐷푋/푆
hence (applying (2.5) to 휋) a natural map
휎∗O푇′ → D푋/푆.
Therefore the 휄∗D푋/푆-module 푃 naturally restricts to a 휄∗휎∗O푇′ ' 휑∗O푊 -module. So applying
(2.5) to 휑 we know that 푃 is a direct image.
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3.1.2 Remark For a generalisation of this result to smooth algebraic stacks, see [CZ17,
Appendix B], and for a generalisation to higher level differential operators, see [GLQ10,
Prop. 3.6 and Thm. 3.7].
3.2 Gerbe of splittings
According to Theorem 3.1.1, we have an Azumaya algebra D푋/푆 on T∗(푋 ′/푆), so we have
the associated G푚-gerbe SD := SD푋/푆 of splittings over T
∗(푋 ′/푆) as recalled in §2.2.
For later use, we introduce here some notations. Let X be a stack over 푆. Suppose that
푔 : 푆′′ → 푆 and ℎ : 푆 → 푆′ are two morphisms of schemes.
• Denote by 푔∗X or X|푆′′ the pull-back of X, namely, 푔∗X : (Sch/푆′′)op → Grpd,
푇 7→ X(푇).
• Denote by ℎ∗X or Res푆/푆′ X the restriction of scalars, or the Weil restriction, from 푆 to




We will later apply these two operations to the Gm-gerbe SD .
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Now let 푓 : 푋 → 푆 be a smooth scheme of relative dimension 푑. Then Ω1
푋/푆 is a locally
free sheaf of rank 푑. Denote by Θ푋/푆 := (Ω1푋/푆)∨ = HomO푋 (Ω1푋/푆,O푋 ) the sheaf of tangent
vectors, or which is the same, the sheaf of 푆-derivations of O푋 to O푋 . Denote by 휋 the
canonical projection T∗(푋/푆) = Spec푋 Sym•(Ω1푋/푆)∨ → 푋 from the cotangent bundle of 푋/푆
to 푋 .
Let 퐸 be an quasi-coherent O푋 -module. A Higgs field 휃 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 is an O푋 -module
homomorphism such that 휃 ∧ 휃 = 0, in the sense that the composition
퐸 퐸 ⊗ Ω1
푋/푆 퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 퐸 ⊗ Ω2푋/푆휃
휃⊗idΩ id퐸 ⊗푞
vanishes, where 푞 : Ω1
푋/푆 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 → Ω2푋/푆 is the natural quotient map. A Higgs module is a
pair (퐸, 휃) consisting of a quasi-coherent O푋 -module 퐸 and an Higgs field 휃. A Higgs bundle
is a Higgs module (퐸, 휃) where 퐸 is locally free of finite rank. The rank of the Higgs bundle
is just the rank of 퐸. For simplicity, we usually say 퐸 is a Higgs module/bundle.
To give a Higgs module (퐸, 휃), is equivalent to give a map Θ푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸) of O푋 -
modules. Let 푇• be the tensor algebra functor, so we have an adjoint pair T• a forgetful :
O푋 -Alg → O푋 -Mod (noting that EndO푋 (퐸) is in general non-commutative). Therefore, we
get a map T•Θ푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸) of sheaves of O푋 -algebras. The condition 휃 ∧ 휃 = 0 is
equivalent to say that this map factors through the quotient T•Θ푋/푆 → Sym• Θ푋/푆, i.e., we
get a morphism of sheaves of O푋 -algebras Sym• Θ푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸), which is equivalent
to a Sym• Θ푋/푆-module structure on 퐸. Conversely, any Sym• Θ푋/푆-module structure on 퐸
determines a Higgs field on 퐸. Combining this fact and the discussion in §2.5, we have the
following observation.
4.0.1 Proposition The category of Higgs modules on 푋 is equivalent to the category
QCoh(O푋 , Sym• Θ푋/푆), hence to the category QCoh(T∗(푋/푆)) of quasi-coherent sheaves on
T∗(푋/푆) by §2.5. The category of Higgs bundles of rank 푟 on 푋 is equivalent to the fully
faithful subcategory of QCoh(T∗(푋/푆)) consisting of objects whose direct image to 푋 is
locally free of rank 푟.
Finally, denote by Higgs푋/푆,푟 := Higgs푋/푆 := Higgs푟 → (Sch/푆) the stack of Higgs
bundles of 푋/푆 of rank 푟: for each test scheme 푇/푆, Higgs푋/푆,푟(푇) is the category of Higgs
bundles on 푋푇 := 푋 ×푆 푇 of rank 푟.
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4.1 Spectral Cover
Now take an arbitrary Higgs bundle (퐸, 휃) of rank 푟. Note in particular that a Higgs
field 휃 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Ω1
푋/푆 is a Ω
1
푋/푆-twisted endomorphism of 퐸 in the sense of §2.3. Let
휋 : T∗(푋/푆) → 푋 be the projection from the cotangent bundle of 푋/푆 to 푋 . Recall that
there is a global section 휆 ∈ Γ(T∗(푋 ′/푆),휋∗Ω1
푋′/푆), corresponding to id ∈ End푋 (T∗(푋/푆)),
under the identification (2.6), which is usually called the tautological 1-form or the contact
form. Then the determinant det(휆−휋∗휃) =: 휒휃(휆) is a global section of the locally free sheaf




over T∗(푋/푆), which is obtained from
the characteristic polynomial




, with 푎푖 ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푖 Ω1푋/푆),
of 휃 by pulling back along 휋 then substituting 푡 by the tautological section 휆, as described in
the general setting in §2.3. According to §2.4, the vanishing locus on T∗(푋/푆) of the section
휒휃(휆) : OT∗(푋/푆) → 휋∗ Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆 is defined by the quasi-coherent sheaf of ideals









Denote the corresponding closed embedding by 휄휃 := 휄휒휃 : 푍휒휃 → T∗(푋/푆). Besides, the
morphism 휋 ◦ 휄휃 : 푍휒휃 → 푋 , or just 푍휒휃 , is called the spectral cover of 푋 associated to (퐸, 휃).
4.2 The Hitchin base and Hitchin map for Higgs bundles
Define on the site (Sch/푆)fppf the presheaf
B := B푟 := B푋/푆,푟 : (Sch/푆)op −→ Set





푋푇 , Sym푖 Ω1푋푇/푇
)
where 푋푇 := 푋 ×푆푇 . This is called the Hitchin base. We identify a 푇-point 휒 = (푎1, . . . , 푎푟) ∈
B푋/푆,푟(푇) as the polynomial
휒(푡) = 푡푟 − 푎1푡푟−1 + · · · + (−1)푖푎푖푡푟−푖 + · · · + (−1)푟푎푟 ∈ Γ
(
푋푇 , (Sym•Ω1푋푇/푇 )[푡]
)
(4.2)
with 푎푖 ∈ Γ
(
푋푇 , Sym푖 Ω1푋푇/푇
)
. So by pulling back this polynomial to T∗(푋푇/푇) and substitut-
ing 푡 by the tautological section 휆, can we similarly obtain a closed subscheme 푍휒 as we did
for the characteristic polynomial of a Higgs field in §4.1.
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4.2.1 Example In case 푟 = 1, given a 휒 ∈ B푋′/푆,1(푇), 푍휒 ↪→ T∗(푋 ′푇/푇) is isomorphic to
the section 푋 ′푇 → T∗(푋 ′푇/푇)∗ of T∗(푋 ′푇/푇) → 푋 ′푇 corresponding to the global section 휔
determined by (2.6). Recall Theorem 3.1.1.5 that, the Azumaya algebra D푋/푆 splits over 푍휒.
4.2.2 Example In case 푋/푆 = 푋/푘 is proper over a field 푘, Γ(푋,Ω1
푋/푘) is a finite dimen-
sional 푘-vector space, and any map 푇 → Spec 푘 is flat. So flat base change implies that B is
representable by the affine 푘-scheme






(see §2.5 and cf. [Sim95, p. 20]).
4.2.3 Example Here we give an explicit local equation for 푍휒. To this aim, we may assume
that 휒 ∈ B(푆) is an 푆-point of B = B푋/푆,푟; otherwise, we may consider 푋푇/푇 instead of
푋/푆. Moreover, we may assume that 푋 = Spec 푅 is an affine scheme and the sheaf Ω1
푋/푆 of
Kähler differentials is free; otherwise, replace 푋 by a small enough affine open subscheme
푈 = Spec 푅 over which Ω1










OT∗(푋/푆) · 휋∗휔푖, and 휋∗OT∗(푋/푆) ' Sym•
(
Ω1푋/푆
) ∨ ' O푋 [∂1, . . . , ∂푑],









) ⊆ Γ(T∗(푋/푆),OT∗(푋/푆)) being the 푅-dual of 휔푖.




O푋 · 휔푖, and 휋∗ Sym푚 Ω1푋/푆 '
⊕
|푖 |=푆(푚,푑)
OT∗(푋/푆) · 휋∗휔푖, (4.3)
where 푆(푚, 푑) := (푑+푚−1푚 ) and the usual multi-index convention is used; that is, for any
multi-index 푖 = (푖1, 푖2, . . . , 푖푑), where 푖 푗 ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푑, we set |푖| := ∑푑푗=1 푖 푗 and
휔푖 := 휔푖11 · 휔푖22 · · ·휔푖푑푑 ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆).
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∂푗 · (휋∗휔푗) ∈ Γ(T∗(푋/푆),휋∗Ω1푋/푆). (4.4)
For any 1 ≤ 푚 ≤ 푟, and any 푎푚 ∈ Γ(푋, Sym푚 Ω1푋/푆), we can write, according to (4.3),
푎푚 = 푎푚1 · 휔푚1 + 푎푚2 · 휔푚2 + · · · + 푎푚푑 · 휔푚푑 + (other terms),
where 푎푚푗 ∈ Γ(푋,O푋 ) = 푅, for each 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푑, and (other terms) is a sum of terms of the
form 푎푚푖 · 휔푖, with 푎푚푖 ∈ 푅 and with |푖| , 1. Similarly, the equation (4.4) gives that
휆푟−푚 = ∂푟−푚1 · 휋∗휔푟−푚1 + ∂푟−푚2 · 휋∗휔푟−푚2 + · · · + ∂푟−푚푑 · 휋∗휔푟−푚푑 + (other terms).
Therefore, any 휒 of the form 휆푟 − 푎1휆푟−1+ · · ·+ (−1)푟푎푟 of 휋∗ Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆 can be then written
as
휒 = 휆푟 − 푎1휆푟−1 + · · · + (−1)푎푟
= (∂푟1 − 푎11∂푟−11 + · · · + (−1)푟푎푟1) · 휋∗휔푟1
+ (∂푟2 − 푎12∂푟−11 + · · · + (−1)푟푎푟2) · 휋∗휔푟2
+ · · ·
+ (∂푟푑 − 푎1푑∂푟−11 + · · · + (−1)푟푎푟푑) · 휋∗휔푟푑
+ (other terms)
=: 푔1 · 휋∗휔푟1 + 푔2 · 휋∗휔푟2 + · · · + 푔푑 · 휋∗휔푟푑 + (other terms).
(4.5)
In the above equation, (other terms) is a sum of terms of the form 푔푖 · 휋∗휔푖, where
푔푖 ∈ 푅[∂1, . . . , ∂푑] are polynomials of degree 푟, and for each 1 ≤ 푚 ≤ 푑, we write 푔푚
instead of 푔푖 when |푖| = 1 and 푖푚 = 1.
So we can conclude that 푍휒 is (Zariski locally over Spec 푅 ⊆ 푋 , if you started with
general 푋/푆) defined by the ideal (푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , . . . , 푔푖, . . .) of 푅[∂1, . . . , ∂푑], generated by
푆(푟, 푑) polynomials; in other words, 푍휒 is the spectrum of
푅[∂1, . . . , ∂푑]
(푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , . . . , 푔푖, . . .) (4.6)
We remark that 푔푚 ∈ 푅[∂푚] with 1 ≤ 푚 ≤ 푑 are polynomials in only one variable of degree
푟.
4.2.4 Example and Definition Suppose that 푋/푘 is an abelian variety. Then B is
representable by a 푘-scheme 퐵 as in Example 4.2.2. Moreover, we know that Γ(푋,O푋 ) = 푘
because 푋 is proper geometrically reduced and geometrically connected, and that Γ(푋,Ω1
푋/푘)
18
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where 휔푖 ∈ Γ(푋,Ω1푋/푘), 푖 = 1, . . . , 푑, are the invariant differentials. In other words, the
sheaf Ω1
푋/푆 is globally trivialized. Denote by ∂푖, 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푑 the 푘-dual of 휔푖. These 휔푖’s





∨)), but also an O푋 -basis for the free O푋 -module Ω1푋/푘 (resp. (Ω1푋/푘)∨).
Then apply the computations in Example 4.2.3, we know that for any 휒 ∈ 퐵(푇), we have
푍휒 = SpecO푋푇
O푋푇 [∂1, . . . , ∂푑]
(푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , . . . , 푔푖, . . .) , (4.7)
with 푔푖 has coefficient in Γ(푋푇 ,O푋푇 ) = Γ(푇,O푇 ) (note 푇/푘 is always flat). Now for each
휒 ∈ 퐵(푇), define
푍˜휒 = SpecO푋푇
O푋푇 [∂1, . . . , ∂푑]
(푔1, . . . , 푔푑) ⊆ 푍휒. (4.8)
It is clear that the association of 휒 to 푍˜휒 is functorial, i.e., if 휒′ = 휒 ◦ 휓 with 휓 : 푇 ′ → 푇 ,
then 푍˜휒′ = 푋˜휒 ×푇 푇 ′.
4.2.5 The Hitchin map Now, the map sending each object (푇, (퐸, 휃)) of Higgs푋/푆,푟 over
푇 in (Sch/푆), to the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial 휒휃(푡) of 휃, gives a morphism
푐Dol : Higgs푋/푆,푟 → B푋/푆,푟 (4.9)
of stacks over 푆.
4.2.6 The Universal Spectral cover In case B is representable by 퐵, we have an






corresponding to id퐵. So there is a
corresponding closed subscheme 푍 := 푍univ of T∗(푋퐵/퐵). We will call 푍/푋퐵 the universal
spectral cover. It is universal in the sense that for any 휒 : 푇 → 퐵 over 푆, 푍휒 is the pullback
of 푍univ along 휒.
In case 푋/푆 = 푋/푘 is an abelian variety over 푘, denote by 푍˜ = 푍˜univ ⊆ 푍univ as in (4.8).
4.2.7 Example
• Suppose that 푋/푆 := 푋/푘 is a smooth proper scheme over a field 푘. Hence Example 4.2.2
applies.
Denote by (휔푗)푗∈퐽 , the 푘-basis for
⊕푟
푖=1 Γ(푋, Sym푖 Ω1푋/푘), and by (∂푗)푗∈퐽 the correspond-
ing 푘-dual basis for
⊕푟
푖=1 Γ(푋, Sym푖 Ω1푋/푘)∨. Then 휒univ is actually the tautological
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• Suppose moreover that 푋/푘 is a connected group scheme (hence geometrically connected).
In other words, 푋/푘 is an abelian variety. So Example 4.2.4 applies.
Moreover, using notations in Example 4.2.3, for each푚, (휔푖) |푖 |=푚 form a 푘-basis for the
푘-vector space Γ(푋, Sym푚 Ω1
푋/푘) = Sym푚 Γ(푋,Ω1푋/푘), as well as the free O푋 -module
Sym푚 Ω1
푋/푘; and (∂ 푖) |푖 |=푚 from a 푘-basis for the 푘-vector space Γ(푋, Sym푚(Ω1푋/푘)∨) =
Sym푚 Γ(푋, (Ω1




푋/푘)∨). Note that ∂ 푖 and ∂[푖] are not the same unless |푖| = 1.
• Suppose further that the characteristic of 푘 is larger than the fixed number 푟 (hence
푛! , 0).












∂ 푖 = ∂[푖]
∼
(4.10)
of 푘-vector spaces, and 1푖!∂
푖, |푖| = 푚, form a basis form the (푚+푑−1푚 ) -dimensional







) ∨) ⊗푘 Γ(푋,Ω1푋/푘).
Write 휇 := ∂1 ⊗ 휔1 + ∂2 ⊗ 휔2 + · · · + ∂푑 ⊗ 휔푑 ∈ Γ(푋퐵,Ω1푋퐵/퐵). Then using the “bad”
7The problem is that for any 푘-vector space 푉 and and any natural number 푛, the natural paring






is perfect if the characteristic of 푘 is strictly larger than 푛. Moreover, the natural map
Sym푛(푉∨) −→ (Sym푛 푉)∨
is an isomorphism if and only if 푛! , 0 in 푘. To avoid this problem, the more natural way is to use divided
power algebras instead of symmetric algebras.
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∂21 ⊗ 휔21 + · · · +
1
2





















= 푡푟 − 휇푡푟−1 + 1
2
휇2푡푟−1 − · · · + (−1)푟 1
푟!
휇푟 ∈ Γ(푋퐵, (Sym•Ω1푋퐵/퐵)[푡]) .
• Assume moreover that 푘 is algebraically closed.
Now we can even factorize it as
휒univ(푡) = (푡 − 푐1휇)(푡 − 푐2휇) · · · (푡 − 푐푟휇),
for some constants 푐푖 ∈ Γ(푋,O푋 ) = 푘.
4.2.8 Proposition For any 휒 ∈ B(푇) with non-empty 푍휒, the natural map 푍휒 → 푋푇 is
finite and locally of finite presentation, hence in particular is proper. Suppose that 푋/푆 is
proper, and that B is representable by 퐵, then 푍/퐵 is proper, where 푍/푋퐵 is the universal
spectral cover.
Moreover, if 푟 = 1 or 푑 = 1, 푍휒 is always non-empty and 푍휒/푋푇 is also flat so finite locally
free. Hence if in addition 푋/푆 is flat, so is 푍/퐵.
Proof Finiteness is a local question. According to Example 4.2.3, for any affine open
푈 = Spec 푅 ⊆ 푋푇 where Ω1푋푇/푇 is trivialized, 푍휒 |푈 is the spectrum of the 푅-algebra given in
(4.6). One observe that for each 1 ≤ 푚 ≤ 푑, 푔푚 has a single variable ∂푚. Therefore, (4.6)
is a finite 푅-module, and 푍휒/푋푇 is finite.
In case 푋/푆 is proper and B is representable by 퐵, we have that 푍 → 푋퐵 → 퐵 is a
composition of proper morphisms hence is also proper.
Flatness also follows from the local description (4.6).
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4.2.9 Remark Note, the scheme 푍휒 defined by an arbitrary 휒 ∈ B(푇) can be empty. This
can be seen more obviously from the local description (4.6) in Example 4.2.3, because of
the presence of the polynomials 푔푖(∂1, . . . , ∂푑), |푖| , 1. For the same reason, unless 푑 = 1
or 푟 = 1, 푍휒/푋푇 is in general not flat,
Nevertheless, in case 푋/푆 = 푋/푘 is an abelian variety, 푍˜휒 is always non-empty and is
finite and flat over 푋 , and 푍˜휒/퐵 is proper, for any 휒 ∈ B(푇). However, the definition of 푍˜휒
only makes sense in case the cotangent bundle is trivial, even though it is defined Zariski
locally for general 푋/푆.
More generally, in [CN19, Thm. 5.1 & Conj. 5.2], it was proved that the Hitchin map
(4.9) factors through a closed subscheme of the Hitchin base, and was conjectured that the
resulting map is surjective. This phenomenon can already be seen form Example 4.2.3.
4.3 An equivalence (the BNR correspondence)
Fix an 푆-point 휒 of B푋/푆,푟, i.e., fix a polynomial 휒(푡) = 푡푟 − 푎1푡푟−1 + · · · + (−1)푟푎푟 ∈
Γ(푋, Sym•Ω1
푋/푆[푡]).
Suppose that (퐸, 휃) is a Higgs bundle of rank 푟 on 푋 such that the characteristic polynomial
휒휃(푡) of the Higgs field 휃 equals to 휒(푡). Since 퐸 is a Higgs bundle, it gives a quasi-coherent
sheaf 퐸˜ on T∗(푋/푆). Then the Cayley-Hamilton theorem (Proposition 2.3) implies that 퐸˜ is
supported on the spectral cover 푍휒 defined by 휒. To see this, we only need to verify that
퐼휃 · 퐸˜ = 0, where 퐼휃 is the sheaf of ideals (4.1) that defines 푍휒. In other words, it suffices to
show that the morphism
id퐸˜ ⊗(휒(휆))∨ : 퐸˜ ⊗OT∗(푋/푆) 휋∗(Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆)∨ −→ 퐸˜
is zero, where 휆 is the tautological section of 휋∗Ω1
푋/푆 and 휒(휆) = det(휆 − 휋∗휃) : OT∗(푋/푆) →
휋∗ Sym푟 Ω1
푋/푆. By §2.5 and projection formula, it suffices to show that
휋∗(id퐸˜ ⊗(휒(휆)∨) : 퐸 ⊗ (Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆)∨ −→ 퐸 (4.11)
is zero. One checks easily, for example by local computation, that (4.11) is exactly (2.3)
composed with the evaluation map Sym푟 Ω1
푋/푆 ⊗ (Sym푟 Ω1푋/푆)∨ → O푋 , hence is zero.
Therefore, the Higgs bundle (퐸, 휃) with characteristic polynomial 휒 gives rise to a quasi-
coherent sheaf on 푍휒 ⊆ T∗(푋/푆).
Conversely, suppose that 푀 is a quasi-coherent module on 푍휒 defined by 휒, with direct
image 퐸′ := 휋∗휄∗푀 to 푋 a locally free O푋 -module of rank 푟. Then (퐸′, 휃′) is a Higgs
bundle on 푋 , with the Higgs field 휃′ induced by the OT∗(푋/푆)-module structure of 휄∗푀 (see
Proposition 4.3.2).
4.3.1 Remark However, it is not clear to us how the characteristic polynomial of 휃′ is
related to 휒. Besides, 퐸˜ is supported on 푍휒, but its scheme-theoretic support can be “thinner”
than 푍휒. For example, if 휃 ≡ 0, then the characteristic polynomial is 푡푟. In this case, 푍휒 is
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“defined by 푡푛 = 0”, but 퐸˜ has scheme-theoretic support “defined by 푡 = 0”. In other words,
the “minimal polynomial” may have lower degree than the characteristic polynomial.
The above discussion clearly holds for any 휒 ∈ B푋/푆,푟(푇) for any 푆-scheme 푇 . Now we can
summarized the above discussion into the following proposition (cf. [BNR89]).
4.3.2 Proposition ([Gro16, Theorem 3.2]) Given any 푇-point 휒 of B푋/푆,푟 with 휄 : 푍휒 ↪→
T∗(푋푇/푇), there is an equivalence of categories between
(HA) the fully faithful subcategory 푐−1Dol(휒) of Higgs푋/푆,푟, and
(HB) the fully faithful subcategory of QCoh(푍휒) consisting of objects 푀 such that
• (휋푇 ◦ 휄)∗푀 is locally free rank 푟 on 푋푇 , and
• the induced Higgs field has characteristic polynomial 휒.
4.3.3 Remark We can repeat all the above discussion replacing Ω1
푋/푆 by an arbitrary
locally free sheaf 퐾 of finite rank, accordingly replacing T∗(푋/푆) by the geometric vector
bundle V(퐾) over 푋 . One also accordingly define the Hitchin base B푋/푆,푟;퐾 (as a sheaf, or
퐵푋/푆,푟;퐾 as a scheme if representable) and the Hitchin morphism
Higgs푋/푆,푟;퐾 −→ B푋/푆,푟;퐾 . (4.12)
In particular, for any scheme morphism 푢 : 푋 → 푌 over 푆, a 푢-Higgs bundle on 푋 is a locally
free sheaf 퐸 of finite rank over 푋 , equipped with a 푢-Higgs field, i.e., an O푋 -homomorphism
휃 : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ 푢∗Ω1
푌/푆, satisfying 휃 ∧ 휃 = 0. Note that a 푢-Higgs module is equivalent to
a quasicoherent sheaf on T∗(푌/푆) ×푌,푢 푋 . We will later be interested in the case where
푢 = 퐹푋/푆 : 푋 → 푋 is the relative Frobenius morphism. We will denote the stack of









Again, let 푓 : 푋 → 푆 be a smooth morphism of relative dimension 푑.
Recall that an 푆-connection (or just a connection) on a quasi-coherent O푋 -module 퐸
is a 푓−1O푋 -linear morphism ∇ : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 satisfying the Leibniz rule: ∇( 푓 푒) =
푒 ⊗ d푋/푆( 푓 ) + 푓∇(푒), for any local sections 푓 of O푋 and 푒 of 퐸, where d푋/푆 : O푋 → Ω1푋/푆 is
the canonical 푆-derivation. A connection ∇ extends to a homomorphism of sheaf of abelian
groups ∇2 : 퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆 → 퐸 ⊗ Ω2푋/푆 by
∇2(푒 ⊗ 휔) := 푒 ⊗ d푋/푆,2휔 + ∇(푒) ∧ 휔,
for local sections 푒 of 퐸 and 휔 of Ω1
푋/푆, where d푋/푆,2 is the natural exterior derivation
d푋/푆,2 : Ω1푋/푆 → Ω2푋/푆. A connection ∇ is flat or integrable if its curvature 퐾 := 퐾∇ := ∇2 ◦∇
vanishes.
Suppose that 퐸1 and 퐸2 are quasi-coherent O푋 -modules with connections ∇1 and ∇2
respectively. An O푋 -morphism 휙 : 퐸1 → 퐸2 is flat if the diagram
퐸1 퐸1 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆




of sheaves of abelian groups commute.
The category of pairs (퐸,∇) with 퐸 a quasi-coherent O푋 -module and ∇ an 푆-connection
on 퐸, and flat morphisms between these pairs, is usually denote by MIC(푋/푆), with MIC
standing for Modules with Integrable Connection.





and an quasi-coherent O푋 -module 퐸 with a 푆-connection ∇, there is a pullback connection
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푢∗∇ on 푢∗퐸 defined by extending the 푢−1 푓−1O푆-natural map
푢−1퐸 푢−1퐸 ⊗푢−1O푋 푢−1Ω1푋/푆 푢∗퐸 ⊗O푌 푢∗Ω1푋/푆 푢∗퐸 ⊗O푌 Ω1푌/푇푢
−1∇
using Leibniz rule.⁸
There are some special phenomenon in case 푆 is of characteristic 푝 > 0. First of all,
the canonical 푆-derivation d푋/푆 : O푋 → Ω1푋/푆 is 퐹−1푋/푆O푋′-linear. So for any quasi-coherent
O푋 -module 퐸 on 푋 ′, it makes sense to define
∇can := id퐹−1퐸 ⊗d푋/푆 : 퐹∗푋/푆퐸 = 퐹−1푋/푆퐸 ⊗퐹−1푋/푆O푋′ O푋 −→ 퐹
−1
푋/푆퐸 ⊗퐹−1O푋′ Ω1푋/푆 ' 퐹∗퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋/푆,
on the Frobenius pullback 퐹∗
푋/푆퐸 of 퐸. One easily see that it is a flat 푆-connection on 퐸, and
is called the canonical connection, as the notation indicates. Secondly, if 퐸 is a quasi-coherent
O푋 -module with a flat connection ∇, then the sheaf of abelian groups 퐸∇ := Ker(퐸) has a
natural 퐹−1
푋/푆O푋′-module structure. Put another way, (퐹푋/푆)∗(퐸∇) is an O푋′-module. The
relation between these two constructions will be clear in §5.2.
5.1 The 푝-curvature
Let 푆 be of characteristic 푝 > 0. Suppose also that 푋/푆 is smooth, so that Ω1
푋/푆 is locally
free of finite rank.
Now suppose that 퐸 is a quasi-coherent O푋 -module with a flat connection ∇. The map
∇ : 퐸 → 퐸 ⊗ Ω1
푋/푆 is equivalent to an O푋 -morphism ∇˜ : (Ω1푋/푆)∨ ' Der(푋/푆) =: Θ푋/푆 →
End 푓−1O푆(퐸), as Ω1푋/푆 is locally free of finite rank. For any local section ∂ of Θ푋/푆, viewing
∂ as an 푆-derivation of O푋 to itself, we know its 푝-th iteration ∂푝 as a derivation is again
an 푆-derivation by Leibniz rule. Moreover, we can check that the followings hold (see e.g.,
[Kat70, §5]).
• The difference 휓˜(∂) := (∇˜(∂))푝 − ∇˜(∂푝), a priori just a local section of End 푓−1O푆(퐸),
is actually a local section of EndO푋 (퐸). Hence ∂ 7→ 휓˜(∂) defines an map of sheaves of
abelian groups 휓˜ := 휓˜∇ : Θ푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸).
• The thus-obtained map 휓˜ is 푝-linear, i.e., 휓˜( 푓∂) = 푓 푝휓˜(∂). So it determines an
O푋 -morphism
(Fr푋 )∗Θ푋/푆 = (퐹푋/푆)∗Θ푋′/푆 −→ EndO푋 (퐸), (5.1)
which further corresponds to an O푋 -morphism
휓 := 휓∇ : 퐸 −→ 퐸 ⊗ 퐹∗푋/푆Ω1푋′/푆.
This 휓∇ is called the 푝-curvature of ∇ It has notably the following properties.




• It is an 퐹푋/푆-Higgs field, in the sense of §4.3.3. So we have a map
LocSys푋/푆,푟 −→ 퐹-Higgs푋/푆,푟 (5.2)
of stacks over (Sch/푆).





5.1.1 Remark We sometimes consider also the adjoint map
Θ푋′/푆 −→ (퐹푋/푆)∗ EndO푋 (퐸), (5.3)
of (5.1). Composed with (퐹푋/푆)∗ EndO푋 (퐸) ' End퐹∗O푋 ((퐹푋/푆)∗퐸) → EndO푋 ((퐹푋/푆)∗퐸), it
gives an O푋′-module morphism
휓′ := 휓′∇ : (퐹푋/푆)∗퐸 −→ (퐹푋/푆)∗퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋′/푆
We also refer to this map as as the 푝-curvature of ∇. It can be also obtained by taking
the direct image of 휓 under 퐹푋/푆 and using the projection formula 퐹푋/푆,∗(퐸 ⊗ 퐹∗푋/푆Ω1푋′/푆) '
퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋′/푆. It is a Higgs field on the locally free sheaf (퐹푋/푆)∗퐸 of rank 푝푑푟.Hence
similar to (5.2), we have a map
LocSys푋/푆,푟 −→ Higgs푋′/푆,푝푑푟. (5.4)
of stacks over 푆.
5.1.2 In terms of 퐷-modules Recall [Ber74, Cor. 4.2.12] or [BO78, Thm. 4.8]) that
the category of 퐷푋/푆-modules that are quasi-coherent as O푋 -modules is equivalent to the
category MIC(푋/푆).⁹ Basically, the equivalence is just given by extending (resp. restricting)
the action of Θ푋/푆 (resp. 퐷푋/푆) on 퐸 via (3.1). Under this identification, given a flat
connection (퐸,∇), by restricting via (3.2) the direct image under 퐹푋/푆 of the 퐷푋/푆-module
structure 퐷푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸), we obtain the map
Θ푋′/푆 (퐹푋/푆)∗퐷푋/푆 (퐹푋/푆)∗ EndO푋 (퐸),
(3.2)
which is exact the 푝-curvature map (5.3); or similarly, by restricting 퐷푋/푆 → EndO푋 (퐸) via
(3.4), we get the (5.1). Therefore, we may also take this as the definition for the 푝-curvature
of (퐸,∇). Actually, the computations above in this section are exactly the same as those in §3.
Besides, the 푝-curvature has another Crystalline interpretation according to S. Mochizuki,
see for example [GLQ10, §3] and [OV07, Prop. 1.6 & 1.7]. But in this article, we do not need
9In contrast, if we denote by D푋/푆 the sheaf of rings of differential operators in the sense of Grothendieck
[EGA IV4, §16], then every D푋/푆-module that is coherent as O푋 -module is automatically locally free and has




Moreover, that Higgs fields are equivalent to Sym•Ω∨
푋/푆-modues and that flat connections
are equivalent to 퐷푋/푆-modules, can be derived form a unified argument stating that that
an 퐿-module is the same as an 푈(퐿)-module, where 퐿 is a Lie algebroid,1⁰ and 푈(퐿) is its
universal enveloping algebroid, applying to the case 퐿 = Der(푋/푆) with the zero bracket
and the standard bracket respectively. From this viewpoint, we may even study the flat
휆-connections that were introduced by Deligne and developed in [Sim94; Sim97].
5.2 Cartier descent and the Cartier operator
We recall the classical Cartier descent and the Cartier operator.
5.2.1 Theorem Let 푋/푆 be a smooth of characteristic 푝 > 0. Denote by MIC(푋/푆)휓=0
the category consisting of objects quasi-coherent O푋 -modules with flat connections ∇ whose






is an equivalence of categories.
Proof The standard reference is in [Kat70, §5.1]. A proof using Azumaya property of the
sheaf of crystalline differential operators can be found in in [Gro16, Thm. 3.11] and [OV07,
Rmk. 2.2].
5.2.2 It is easy to see that the complex 퐹푋/푆,∗Ω•푋/푋 is a complex of O푋′-modules. So we
can form the sheaf H푖(퐹∗Ω•푋/푆) of cohomology groups of this complex.
5.2.3 Theorem ([Kat70, Theorem 7.2]) There is a unique isomorphism of O푋′-modules









10By a Lie algebroid, we mean a left O푋 -module 퐿 that is an sheaf of Lie algbras over 푓−1O푆, together with
an O푋 -module morphism 퐿 → Der(푋/푆) which is also a homomorphism of Lie algebras over 푓−1O푆 such
that [푋, 푓푌 ] = 푓 [푋,푌 ] + 휌(푋)( 푓 )푌 , for all local sections 푋,푌 of 퐿 and 푓 of O푋 . It is also called a sheaf of
Rinehart-Lie algebra, see [Rin63] and [Lan14].
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• 퐶−1
푋/푆(휔 ∧ 휏) = 퐶−1푋/푆(휔) ∧ 퐶−1푋/푆(휏), and
• 퐶−1
푋/푆 (d(푊∗( 푓 ))) = [ 푓 푝−1d 푓 ] ∈ H1(퐹푋/푆,∗Ω•푋/푆),
whose inverse, pre-composed with the quotient 퐹푋/푆,∗푍Ω푖푋/푆 → H 푖(퐹푋/푆,∗Ω•푋/푆), is called
the Cartier operator.
5.2.4 Example (Flat connections on O푋 and their 푝-curvatures) It is easy to see that every
flat 푆-connection onO푋 has the form d+휔, where d : O푋 → Ω1푋/푆 is the universal derivation
and 휔 ∈ Γ(푋, 푍Ω1
푋/푆)) = Γ(푋 ′, 퐹푋/푆,∗(푍Ω1푋/푆)) is a closed one form, given by 휔 = ∇(1). The




푋′/푆, is given by (see [Kat72, Proposition (7.1.2)], [Car58, 201, Lemma 4])
퐹∗푋/푆
((푤∗ − 퐶푋/푆)(휔)) ∈ Γ(푋, 퐹∗푋/푆Ω1푋′/푆).




푋 퐹푋/푆,∗(푍Ω1푋/푆) Ω1푋′/푆 0,
퐹∗
푋/푆 d log 푤∗−퐶푋/푆
where 푤 : 푋 ′ := 푋 ×푋,Fr푆 푆 → 푋 is the projection and 퐶푋/푆 is the Cartier operator in
Theorem 5.2.3.
5.2.5 Remark [CZ15, A.7] gave a generalisation for the above example.
5.2.6 Example Continue with the previous example and assume that 푆 = Spec 푘 is the
spectrum of an algebraically closed field of characteristic 푝 > 0, and that 푋/푘 is an abelian
variety. In this case, 푤 : 푋 ′ → 푋 is an isomorphism, and every global 1-from is closed. So










It is then a classical result on 푝−1-linear maps, see e.g., [Cha98, Exposé III, n◦3, Lemma 3.3]
and [SGA 7II, Exposé XXII, n◦1, Proposition 1.2], that this map is surjective. Note there that
the map (푤−1)∗퐶푋/푘 is 푝−1-linear, where in the mentioned references, 푝-linear maps are
discussed; however, the proof in [Cha98] runs verbatim for 푝−1-linear maps, as we assumed
that 푘 is algebraically closed.





In this article, a local system of rank 푟 on 푋/푆 is just a synonym of an object (퐸,∇) in
MIC(푋/푆) with 퐸 a locally free O푋 -module 퐸 of rank 푟, or equivalently, an 퐷푋/푆-module
that is locally free as O푋 -module of rank 푟. For simplicity, we usually say 퐸 is a local system
without mentioning ∇.
Let LocSys푋/푆,푟 := LocSys푋/푆 := LocSys푟 → (Sch/푆) be the stack of local systems of rank
푟. More precisely, LocSys푋/푆, as a fibred category over (Sch/푆), has objects (푇, (퐸,∇)), where
푇 is an 푆-scheme and 퐸 is a locally free sheaf of rank 푟 on 푋푇 and ∇ is a flat 푇-connection. An
arrow from (푇 ′, (퐸′,∇′)) to (푇, (퐸,∇)) in LocSys푋/푆 consists of an 푆-morphism 푢 : 푇 ′ → 푇
and a flat morphism (푢∗퐸, 푢∗∇) → (퐸′,∇′).
5.4 The Hitchin map for local systems
5.4.1 Proposition ([LP01, Prop. 3.2], [Gro16, Def. 3.16], and [CZ15, Prop. 3.1]) There is
a map



























푋/푆 is an 퐹-Higgs bundle of rank 푟 (resp. 휓
′ : 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 → 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋′/푆 is a
Higgs bundle of rank 푝푑푟). Denote by 휒 and 휒′ the characteristic polynomials of 휓 and 휓′








i.e., the outer hexagon of the diagram commutes. In fact, the characteristic polyno-
mial 휒 is that of the (퐹∗
푋/푆 Sym
•Ω1
푋′/푆)-module 퐸 ⊗ 퐹∗푋/푆 Sym•Ω1푋′/푆. Meanwhile, the
characteristic polynomial 휒′ is that of the (SymΩ1
푋′/푆)-module 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 ⊗ Sym•Ω1푋′/푆 '
퐹푋/푆,∗(퐸 ⊗ 퐹∗푋/푆 Sym•Ω1푋′/푆) (using projection formula for each degree then taking direct
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sum), via the natural map
Sym•Ω1푋′/푆 −→ 퐹푋/푆,∗퐹∗푋/푆 Sym•Ω∗푋′/푆.
Then the equality follows from Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma 2.1.2 and the fact that Nm respects
arbitrary base change ([SP, Tag 0BD2]).
On the other hand, 휓 is a flat morphism with respect to the connection ∇ on 퐸, the
canonical connection ∇can on 퐹∗
푋/푆Ω
1
푋/푆 and the tensor product connections they induced.
Then according to Theorem 5.2.1, we have
휒 = 퐹∗푋/푆(휒′′) ∈ B푋/푆,푟;퐹∗푋/푆Ω1푋′/푆(푆),
for some 휒′′ ∈ B푋′/푆,푟(푆). See [CZ15, Prop. 3.1] and [LP01, Prop. 3.2] (for dim(푋/푆) = 1




= (퐹∗푋/푆(휒′′))푑 = 퐹∗푋/푆((휒′′)푑).
Moreover, we know the relative Frobenius 퐹푋/푆 is faithfully flat, hence the pullback map
퐹∗
푋/푆 on sections is injective. So we can conclude that
휒′ = (휒′′)푝푑 ∈ B푋′/푆,푝푑푟(푆). (5.5)
The above argument works functorially, i.e., it works for any local system (퐸,∇) over 푋푇/푇 for
any 푇/푆. The map 푐dR is then defined by sending each (퐸,∇) to 휒′′, and the commutativity
of the diagram are just the above equalities.
5.5 An equivalence (the BNR correspondence)
Fix a 휒′′ ∈ B푋′/푆,푟(푆). Let (퐸,∇) be a rank 푟 local system on 푋 , regarded as a 퐷푋/푆-module.
Recall §5.1.2 that 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 is then an (퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆)-module, and this action restricted via the
natural map Θ푋′/푆 → 퐹푋/푆,∗퐷푋/푆 in (3.2) gives the (the adjoint map of) the 푝-curvature
map 휓′ : 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 → 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 ⊗ Ω1푋′푆, which is a Higgs field. As before, this 휓′ realizes the
OT∗(푋/푆)-module 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 as an D푋/푆-module over T∗(푋 ′/푆). Moreover, as in §4.3, it follows
from Proposition 2.3.1 that 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 is supported on the closed subscheme 푍휒′ ⊆ T∗(푋 ′/푆)
defined by the ideal 퐼휒′ ⊆ OT∗(푋/푆), where 휒′ ∈ B푋′/푆,푝푑푟(푆) is the characteristic polynomial
of 휓′. We know from Proposition 5.4.1 that 휒′ is a 푝푑-th power. Assume that 휒′ = (휒′′)푝푑
for the fixed 휒′′, i.e., (퐸,∇) is an object of 푐−1dR(휒′′). Note that
퐼휒′ = 퐼(휒′′)푝푑 ⊆ (퐼휒′′)푝
푑 ⊆ 퐼휒′′.
So 퐼휒′ · 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 = 0 implies that 퐼휒′′ · 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 = 0. Therefore the D푋/푆-module 퐹푋/푆,∗퐸 is
supported on 푍휒′′ ⊆ 푍휒′.
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Conversely, suppose we have a 휄∗D푋/푆-module 푀 on 푍휒′′, such that the O푋 -module 휋∗휄∗푀
is locally free of rank 푟, where 휄 : 푍휒′′ → T∗(푋 ′/푆) is the inclusion. Then 휋∗휄∗푀 is also an
(퐹푋/푆)∗퐷푋/푆-module (via the natural map (퐹푋/푆)∗퐷푋/푆 = 휋∗D푋/푆 → 휋∗휄∗휄∗D푋/푆). Therefore,휋∗휄∗푀 is a quasi-coherent O푋 -module as well as an (퐹푋/푆)∗퐷푋/푆 = 퐷푋/푆-module. Note that
our assumption implies that the O푋′-module 휋∗휄∗푀 = 퐹푋/푆,∗
(휋∗휄∗푀) is locally free of rank
푝푑푟.
Of course the above arguments work functorially for any 휒′′ ∈ B푋′/푆,푟(푇) for any 푇/푆. So
similar to the equivalence in Proposition 4.3.2, we obtain the following result.
5.5.1 Proposition (Groechenig) Given any 휒 ∈ B푋′/푆,푟(푇), with 휄 : 푍휒 ↪→ T∗(푋 ′푇/푇)
being the corresponding closed embedding. Then we have an equivalence of categories
between
(LA) the fully faithful subcategory 푐−1dR(휒) of LocSys푋/푆,푟, and
(LB) the fully faithful subcategory of QCoh(푍휒, 휄∗D푋푇/푇 ) consisting of objects 푀 such that
• the induced O푋푇 -module 휋∗휄∗푀 is locally free of rank 푟, and
• the induced Higgs filed on 휋∗휄∗푀 has characteristic polynomial 휒푝
푛
.
5.5.2 Remark In [Gro16, Prop. 3.15] and [EG17, Thm. 2.4], they use theMorita equivalence
Proposition 2.2.1 and the equivalence 4.3.2 to show the existence of 휒′′ satisfying (5.5) and
established the equivalence Proposition 5.5.1.
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6 An equivalence (the splitting
principle)
In this section, we recall the Splitting Principle from [Gro16, Lem. 3.27].
Again fix a 휒 ∈ B푋′/푆(푆), we have the corresponding closed subscheme 푍휒 of T∗(푋 ′/푆).
Denote by 휋 : T∗(푋 ′/푆) → 푋 ′ the projection and 휄 : 푍휒 ↪→ T∗(푋 ′/푆) the inclusion. Suppose
we have a splitting
휄∗D푋/푆 ' EndO푍휒 (푃).
Then, according to Proposition 2.2.1, we have an equivalence of categories
QCoh(푍휒) QCoh(푍휒, 휄∗D푋/푆)
푀 푃 ⊗O푍휒 푀.
∼
We introduce some temporary notations as in the following Cartesian diagram





and fix an object 푀 in QCoh(푍휒).
Recall Theorem 3.1.1.4 that the O푊휒-module 푃˜ =: 퐿 is locally free of rank 1. Then we have
canonical isomorphisms of O푋 -modules(휋 ◦ 휄)∗(푃 ⊗O푍휒 푀) ' 휏∗( 푃 ⊗O푍휒 푀)
' 휏∗(퐿 ⊗O푊휒 휑∗푀) ([EGA In, Corollaire 9.3.9])
' 휏∗퐿 ⊗휏∗O푊휒 휏∗휑∗푀
' 휏∗퐿 ⊗휏∗O푊휒 퐹∗푋/푆(휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀.
Note that 휏 is finite because (휏 ◦ 휄) is (Proposition 4.2.8). Then, according to (2.7) in §2.5,
휏∗퐿 is an 휏∗O푊휒-module locally free of rank 1 over 푋 . Therefore, Zariski locally on 푋 ,(휋 ◦ 휄)∗(푃 ⊗O푍휒 푀) is isomorphic to 퐹∗푋/푆(휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀. Moreover, 퐹푋/푆 is faithfully flat and
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locally of finite presentation, hence (휋 ◦ 휄)∗(푃 ⊗O푍휒 푀) is locally free of rank 푟 if and only if(휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀 is locally free of rank 푟.





' (휋 ◦ 휄)∗푃 ⊗(휋◦휄)∗O푍휒 (휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀




is isomorphic to a direct sum of
푝푑 = rkO푍휒 푃 copies of (휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀. Therefore, (휋 ◦ 휄)∗푀 has characteristic polynomial 휒 if




has characteristic polynomial 휒푝
푑
.
The above arguments are clearly functorial and work for any 휒 ∈ 퐵′(푇). So these
arguments together with the Morita equivalence Proposition 2.2.1, and the two equivalences






So our goal is to find splittings of the Azumaya algebra.
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7 Existence of Splittings, for abelian
varieties
From now on, assume that 푋/푆 := 푋/Spec 푘 := 푋/푘 is an abelian variety over an algebraically
closed field 푘 of characteristic 푝 > 0. Denote by 푒 : Spec 푘 → 푋 the zero section. Then 푋 ′/푘
is again an abelian variety. Recall Example 4.2.4 that, the Hitchin base B′ := B′푟 := B푋′/푘,푟 is
representable by a 푘-scheme 퐵′ := 퐵′푟 := 퐵푋′/푘,푟. Moreover, recall Example 4.2.6 that, we
have a universal spectral cover 푍/푋 ′퐵′, and a larger scheme 푍˜ ⊇ 푍. In case of 푟 = 1, 푍˜ = 푍.
7.1 Rank one case
This result is due to Roman Bezrukavnikov, see [OV07, Thm. 4.14] and [CZ17, Appendices. B
and C]. We reproduce it as follows.
Noting that when 푟 = 1, we know that the Hitchin base 퐵′ := 퐵′1 = V(Γ(푋 ′,Ω1푋′/푘))
is the 푘-vector space of global sections of Ω1
푋′/푘. Hence a 푇-point of 퐵
′ is the same as a
one-form 휔 on 푋 ′푇 . Any such 휔 determines a closed subscheme 푍휔 of the cotangent bundle
of 푋 ′푇/푇 . In fact, recall Example 4.2.1 that, the inclusion of 푍휔 into the cotangent bundle is
the same as a section of the projection from the cotangent bundle to 푋 ′푇 . In particular, we
may identify the inclusion of the universal spectral cover 푍 into T∗(푋 ′퐵′/퐵′) as the section
푋 ′퐵′ → T∗(푋 ′퐵′/퐵′) determined by the 1-form 휒univ ∈ Γ(푋 ′퐵′,Ω1푋′×퐵′/퐵′). Meanwhile, in this
case, LocSys푋/푘,1 is usually denoted by Pic
\
푋/푘. That is, for any 푘-scheme 푇 , Pic
\
푋/푘(푇) is the
groupoïd of invertible sheaves with flat 푇-connections on 푋푇 , i.e, of 퐷푋푇/푇 -modules that are
invertible as O푋푇 -modules. Let Pic푋/푘 be the (relative) Picard stack12 of invertible sheaves,
i.e., Pic푋/푘(푇) is the groupoïd of invertible sheaves on 푋푇 for any 푇/푘. In other words,
Pic푋/푘 = 푓∗(BGm,푋 ) = Res푋/푘(BGm,푋 ) (see [SGA 4III, Exposé XVIII, §§1.4.21 and 1.5.1]).
For any scheme 푇/푘, a rigidified invertible sheaf (퐿,훼) consists of an invertible sheaf 퐿
on 푋푇 together with an isomorphism 훼 : 푒∗푇 퐿 ' O푇 , where 푒푇 is the pullback of the unit
section 푒. A flat connection on (퐿,훼) is just a flat 푇-connection on 퐿. Then there are 푘-group
12Picard stack is sometimes a confusing name: it can refer to a (strictly) commutative group stack, see [SGA 4III,
Exposé XVIII, §1.4].
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schemes Pic푋/푘,푒 and Pic
\
푋/푘,푒 over 푘 satisfying that for any 푇/푘,
Pic푋/푘,푒(푇) = {isom. classes of rigidified invertible sheaves (퐿,훼) over 푋푇 },
Pic\
푋/푘,푒(푇) = {isom. classes of rigidified invertible sheaves
with a flat connection (퐿,훼,∇) over 푋푇}.
The existence of the scheme Pic푋/푘,푒 (i.e., the representability of the associated fppf-sheaf
of the functor as above) is the classical theory on Picard functors, see [Kle05] for a detailed
exposition; while the existence of the scheme Pic\
푋/푘,푒 is discussed in [MM74] and see




푋/푘 ×푘BGm. Clearly there are natural maps Pic
\
푋/푘 → Pic푋/푘 and Pic
\
푋/푆,푒 →
Pic푋/푘,푒, compatible with the projections.




assigning to each invertible sheaf with a flat connection its 푝-curvature as defined in




Moreover, D푋/푘 splits canonically over 푍푐dR ⊆ T∗(푋 ′ × Pic\/Pic\). In other words, once
pulled back along the composition of natural maps (with the identification in Example 4.2.1)
푍푐dR ' 푋 ′ ×푘 Pic\푋/푘,푒 푋 ′ ×푘 퐵′ ' 푍 T∗(푋 ′ × 퐵′/퐵′) T∗(푋 ′/푘),
id×푐dR
the Azumaya algebra D푋/푘 splits.
Proof This scheme version is given [OV07, §4.3] and a stack version is given in [CZ17,
Proposition B.3.4]. Actually, this follows directly from the fact that if 퐴 s an Azumaya
algebra of rank 푟2 as an O푋 -module, and if 푀 is an 퐴-module locally free of rank 푟 as an
O푋 -module, then 푀 is a splitting module of 퐴.
7.1.2 Corollary There is an equivalence Pic\
푋/푘 ' Res푍/퐵′(SD |푍) of stacks over 퐵′. And
in particular, Res푍/퐵′(SD |푍) is algebraic.
Proof This is just a stack version [OV07, Proposition 4.13, 1)], which proved a rigiedfied
version of this proposition. Recall that, for any 휔 ∈ 퐵′(푇), Pic\
푋/푘(푇) is the category of
invertible sheaves on 푋푇 with a flat 푇-connection, and that Res푍/퐵′(SD |푍)(푇) is the category
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of splittings of the pull back of D푋/푘 to 푍휔 ⊆ T∗(푋 ′ × 푇/푇). Write 휄 : 푍휔 ↪→ T∗(푋 ′ × 푇/푇)
and 휋푇 : T∗(푋 ′ × 푇/푇) → 푋 ′푇 for the inclusion and the projection.
In this case, we have (Example 4.2.1) that 휋푇 ◦ 휄 is an isomorphism. Let 푀 be O푍휔 , which
defines a rank 1 Higgs bundle on 푋 ′. Then according to the arguments in the splitting
principle in §6, we know that
Res푍/퐵′(SD |푍)(푇) −→ Pic\푋/푘(푇) = LocSys푋/푘,1(푇)
푃 7−→ (휋푇 ◦ 휄)∗(푃)
is an equivalence.
Algebraicity of Res푍/퐵′(SD |푍) follows from that Pic\푋/푘 is algebraic. This also follows from
[Ols06, Thm. 1.5], because of the fact that 푍/퐵′ is proper and flat.
7.1.3 Remark In [CZ17], It is further proved that 푋 \ ' TD , where 푋 \ = Pic\푋/푘 ×Pic푋/푘푋∨
is the universal (vector) extension of 푋 [MM74], and TD is the stack of tensor splittings, or
multiplicative splittings in the terminology of [OV07].
7.1.4 Proposition For abelian varieties, the morphism tangent map 푐dR : Pic
\
푋/푘 → 퐵′1
is smooth and surjective. In particular, it is formally smooth.
Proof Smoothness follows from the fact that d푐dR : V(H1dR(푋/푘)) → V(Γ(푋 ′,Ω1푋′/푘)) is
surjective (see [OV07, Thm. 4.14]). Surjectivity is a consequence of Example 5.2.6.
7.1.5 Corollary (Bezrukavnikov) The Azumaya algebra D푋/푆 splits over the formal
neighbourhood of each 1-form (cf. [OV07, Thm 4.14]).
Proof Recall Example 4.2.1 that D푋/푆 splits over the graph of 1-forms. Using the formal
smoothness of 푐dR in Proposition 7.1.4, as well as the equivalence in Corollary 7.1.2, we can
conclude that the splitting lifts to the formal neighbourhood.
7.2 Higher rank case
Now we deal with the higher rank case. To this aim, we will mainly use the computations
that we have done in Examples 4.2.3, 4.2.4 and 4.2.7. In particular, recall (4.7), for any
휒 ∈ 퐵′푟(푘), we know that 푍휒 is the closed subscheme of the cotangent bundle of 푋 ′푇/푇 , cut
out by the 푆(푑, 푟) equations 푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , . . . appeared as coefficients of (휋∗휔푖) in (4.5). And
we defined a larger closed subscheme (4.8) that is cut out by 푑 polynomials 푔1, . . . , 푔푑 , each
of which is a polynomial in only one variable, that has coefficients in Γ(푋 ′,O ′푋 ) = 푘. Let
푍/푋 ′퐵′ and 푍˜/푋 ′퐵′ be the universal families as defined in §4.2.6.
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7.2.1 Corollary For any 휒 ∈ 퐵′푟(푘), D푋/푆 splits over the formal neighbourhood of 푍˜휒
(hence over that of 푍휒 if 푍휒 , ∅).
Proof Recall that 푍˜휒 is cut out by 푑 polynomials 푔푖 ∈ 푘[∂푖], 1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푑. Since 푘 is
algebraically closed by assumption, each 푔푖 factors as a product
∏푟
푚=1(∂푖 − 푐푖,푚), 푐푖,푚 ∈ 푘.
So we can conclude that 푍˜휒 is a union of (possibly non-reduced) closed subschemes of the
푗-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of graphs of some 1-forms, 푗 ≤ 푟. Hence, according to
Corollary 7.1.5, the Azumaya algebra D푋/푘 splits over the formal neighbourhood of 푍˜휒, a
fortiori, over that of 푍휒.
7.2.2 Proposition Let S := Res푍˜/퐵′(SD |푍˜) → 퐵′ be the stack of splittings D푋/푘 relative
to 푍˜/퐵′. Then the stack S/퐵′ is algebraic, and it is smooth and surjective over 퐵′. Moreover,
S is a Pic푍˜/퐵′-torsor.
Proof Recall Remark 4.2.9 that 푍˜ is proper and flat over 퐵′. So according to [Ols06,
Thm. 1.5], the Weil restriction S := Res푍˜/퐵′(SD |푍˜) is algebraic and locally of finite presentation.
Hence, according to [SP, Tag 0DP0], to show that S/퐵′ is smooth it suffices to show that
S/퐵′ is formally smooth. Note that 퐵′ is (locally) noetherian, S/퐵′ is locally of finite type,
and 푘 is algebraically closed, then according to [SP, Tag 02HY], it suffices to show that the
Azumaya algebra D푋/푘 splits over the formal neighbourhood 푍휒 for all 휒 ∈ 퐵′(푘), which is
exactly Corollary 7.2.1. The surjectivity also follows. Therefore, étale locally on 퐵′, S admits
a section, or more precisely, there is an étale surjective morphism 푈 → 퐵′, such that S(푈)
is non-empty. Since SD |푍˜ is a Gm,푍˜-gerbe, i.e., a BGm,푍˜-torsor13, so S := Res푍˜/퐵′(SD |푍˜) is a
pseudo Res푍˜/퐵′(BGm,푍˜)-torsor, i.e., a pseudo Pic푍˜/퐵′-torsor. The existence of an étale local
section implies that it is actually a torsor. Hence S is an Pic푍˜/퐵′-torsor.
7.3 Main result
Recall Proposition 7.2.2 we have an Pic푍˜/퐵′-torsor S := Res푍˜/퐵′(SD |푍˜). Note moreover that,
via the identifications in Proposition 4.3.2 and Proposition 5.5.1, tensor products define
actions
Pic푍˜/퐵′ ×퐵′ Higgs푋′/푘,푟 −→ Higgs푋′/푘,푟, and Pic푍˜/퐵′ ×퐵′ LocSys푋/푘,푟 −→ LocSys푋/푘,푟
of Pic푍˜/퐵′ on Higgs푋′/푘,푟 and LocSys푋/푘,푟 respectively over 퐵
′. Verifications of such actions
are well defined, in particular on LocSys푋/푘,푟, are similar to the arguments in §6 (cf. [CZ15,
Proposition 3.5]). The formulation of the following theorem is inspired by that of [CZ15,
Theorem 1.2, Remark 3.13].




7.3.1 Theorem There is a Pic푍˜/퐵′-equivariant isomorphism of stacks
퐶−1푋/푘 : S ×Pic푍˜/퐵′ Higgs푋′/푘,푟 −→ LocSys푋/푘,푟
over 퐵′. In particular, there is an étale surjective morphism 푈 → B′, such that
Higgs푋′/푘,푟 ×퐵′ 푈 ' LocSys푋/푘,푟 ×퐵′ 푈.
Proof The first statement follows from the splitting principle described in §6 and
Corollary 7.2.1. In fact the map is given as follows. For any 휒 ∈ 퐵′(푇), denote by
휄 : 푍휒 푍˜휒 T∗(푋 ′푇/푇),
훾 휄˜
the inclusions. For any object (퐸, 휃) in Higgs푋′/푘(푇), consider via Proposition 4.3.2 the
quasi-coherent sheaf 퐸˜ on 푍휒. Any object
(휒 : 푇 → 퐵′, 푃,훼 : 휄˜∗D푋푇/푇 ' EndO푍˜휒 (푃))
in S(푇) defines a splitting module 훾∗푃 of 휄∗D푋푇/푇 on 푍휒. Then the O푋푇 -module
퐶−1푋/푘(퐸) := (휋푇 ◦ 휄)∗(퐸˜ ⊗O푍휒 훾∗푃).
with the notation as in §6, is an 퐷푋푇/푇 -module, i.e., an object in LocSys푋/푆(푇). Then
clearly the assignment ((휒, 푃,훼), (퐸, 휃)) 7→ 퐶−1
푋/푘(퐸) defines a Pic푍˜/퐵′-equivariant map
S ×Pic푍˜/퐵′ Higgs푋′/푘,푟 → LocSys푋/푘,푟. This is an isomorphism follows directly from the
discussion in §6. The second part follows from Proposition 7.2.2 that there is an étale cover
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